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3Dsellers Announces Version 4, a
Foundation for the Future

"3Dsellers Version 4 makes managing an eCommerce and eBay business more
dynamic, swift, and straightforward."

3Dsellers has released a new system optimized to create a happier and more productive
environment for eCommerce sellers and their teams by accelerating how merchants streamline
eCommerce tasks while also laying a new foundation for the future of 3Dsellers eCommerce
tools.

Increased speed, increased eCommerce productivity:
The new, optimized system is hosted on a faster server, dramatically enhancing the action
speed compared to previous versions of 3Dsellers. Whether uploading images & CSVs, replying
to buyers, or managing items and daily workflows, it would be easy to say that 3Dsellers version
4 is one of the fastest eCommerce and eBay selling tool platforms on the market.

Enjoy a Comfortable Layout and Redesigned Workspace

Developed by the remarkable collaboration of professional eCommerce sellers and the
industry's best UI designers, 3Dsellers  Version 4 is a clean, centralized, organized work
environment for your eCommerce empire. (and there's a dark mode!)

From the tools themselves to profile settings, everything is updated to keep focus on what's
needed in the moment by providing a materialistically minimalist atmosphere.

Multichannel eCommerce eBay CRM and Multichannel Orders Manager and
Beyond

With humble beginnings as an eBay CRM and Amazon SupportDesk, 3Dsellers multichannel
Helpdesk is now customer service software for Etsy, helpdesk software for Shopify, a reply desk
for WooCommerce, a Facebook CRM, and more, all consolidated into one eCommerce
customer service app.



Because the multichannel helpdesk software integrates with multichannel orders manager
software, managing inquiries, cases, or general messages is efficient and satisfyingly
time-savvy.

A New Code Foundation: Ready for Expansion

As 3Dsellers has entered the world of multichannel selling (a promising future for every seller),
they've taken a responsibly-progressive step to lay a new foundation of code so they can create
more of the best eCommerce selling tools with the sellers they serve.

In other words, the previous versions were structures on an old foundation that should not
support building the extensions 3Dsellers is developing. So, they're laying a new foundation to
build the multichannel selling platform of tomorrow.

3Dsellers V4 Is a Game Changer
We are thrilled about the new version and future of 3Dsellers. Praised in reviews and sought
after by top-rated sellers, the tools for eCommerce sellers that 3Dsellers has provided for over a
decade keep getting better.

 

About 3Dsellers eCommerce Software
3Dsellers provides marketing, automation, and business management tools for eCommerce
sellers via an online SaaS platform built for enterprise and individual merchants alike,
accommodating the growth and level of every seller.

A grassroots established company with over a decade of serving sellers worldwide, online
reviews prove 3Dsellers also listens and implements sellers' requests, not only providing tools
for sellers to grow but growing directly with sellers as the market demands.


